David Bailis
David Bailis is a multi-talented musician best known for his skills
as a guitarist and bassist. Equally accomplished as a composer,
producer and educator, David has showcased his musical talents
throughout the world, performing at venues ranging from sold out
Carnegie Hall, to Bonnaroo, to a crowd of 25,000 people in Golden
Gate Park.
David is a member of the acclaimed electro funk band Pimps of
Joytime. He handles bass, guitar and sampler/electronics in the
band. He is the former guitarist of Grammy-nominated
singer/emcee and Fugees alum John Forte’s band and currently is
the musical director for Sierre Leone hip-hop superstar Bajah & the
Dry Eye Crew as well as leading his own dynamic trio- DB3.
In addition to his music career, David also has a successful blog
and podcast- Tourganic, which focuses on maintaining a healthy
lifestyle on the road as a touring musician and vegan athlete. David
is based in Brooklyn, NY and when not on tour can be found
performing and teaching in New York City.
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Band Name- DB3
Album Release Date- July 20, 2018

BassPlayer Magazine Feature- "David Bailis on Multitasking Onstage"

Label- Infinity Gritty/Ropeadope

“One of the highlights of the night came when bassist Dave Bailis

Hometown- Brooklyn NY

busted out a phenomenal bass solo”- Listen Up Denver

Biography

“Bassist, Moog and sampling guru David Bailis “ World Music Central

DB3 is the brainchild of NYC guitarist and bassist David Bailis,
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who after touring internationally with renowned artists for many
years, started his own trio in 2017. What began as a residency
has sparked an exciting creative outlet for Bailis, with the debut
album

slated

for

release

in

July

of

2018

on

Infinity

Gritty/Ropeadope. David Bailis’s skilled guitar playing and diverse
sonic background shine through in his live shows with influences
ranging from jazz, afrobeat, funk and rock. His adventurous
compositions and the band’s synergy take listeners on a
memorable ride.
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